Please help with dropdown menu!
Posted by charliebrown44 - 2020/05/07 19:04
_____________________________________

I'm using the Pro version with Mailerlite. From a dropdown menu with 3 options, I want 1 of those 3 options to add a
subscriber to a corresponding Mailerlite group.
In the instruction manual it says:
"If want to subscribe users only if a form checkbox is checked, select the appropriate form field in "Confirm field" dropdown(s)."
In the "Confirm field" drop-down, it does not show the 3 separate options from my menu. How can I tag those 3 options in
the Contact Form, so that they appear as individual options in the "Confirm field" drop-down?
This is the code I have entered for the dropdown menu:
(required)
Then in "Confirm field", it shows only as the option. I want it to show as the option, so that this gets added to the
corresponding group...
How do I do this??? Thanks!!!!!
Or if it's not possible to do with a dropdown, is there another way, e.g. with checkboxes or something else?
============================================================================

Re:Please help with dropdown menu!
Posted by admin - 2020/05/09 10:38
_____________________________________

Hello,
Sorry, but the plugin doesn't support ability to subscribe to particular group depends on value in a drop-down, but it is
possible to do it if the particular checkbox checked so you can create several checkboxes (one checkbox for each group).
Regards,
ARI Soft
============================================================================

Re:Please help with dropdown menu!
Posted by charliebrown44 - 2020/05/09 16:33
_____________________________________

Hello,
Thank you for clarifying.
On Contact Form 7, there is a function called "checkbox" which gives you multiple boxes on a single line, e.g.:

In this example, I see that Contact Form 7 Connector shows only "ABC" as a "Confirm field" option. So, I just wanted to
check this is true and that I'm doing things correctly and haven't misunderstood. This means that what Contact Form 7
calls checkbox (a series) doesn't integrate with this plugin as, say, 3 fields - only 1 field.
So I've tried instead what Contact Form 7 calls an "acceptance" box, and that shows up correctly as a "Confirm field". I
think maybe that's what you meant?, e.g.
Sign up to newsletter.
============================================================================
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